
Lancer Letter #380 So Much Stuff for Teachers!

Last week, I shared short summaries of many of the articles I can read in a week as a 
demonstration of the broad and vast topics we deal with in education. Because next week is 
Teacher Appreciation Week, I thought I would share a vast and varied list of teaching duties  
compiled by some teachers in one of our elementary schools. 

Getting the Year Started:
• Room displays: birthdays, lunch count choices, bulletin boards covered and borders put up.
• Names of students in my classroom displayed in the hallway in a welcoming way.
•  Class lists printed and double checked for accuracy.
•  Name tags written and double checked for accuracy.
• Name tags reprinted once students tell you their nickname.
• Class lists reprinted for the same reason.
• iPads prepped.
• Room set up to be safe and welcoming, desks arranged to allow room to sit on the floor.
• Homework policy set.
• Recess duty rotation set.
• Emails or letter mailed to future students; address, phone number, emails and other parent 

information ready and checked for accuracy. 
Once The Year Begins: 
•  Memorizing names, faces, allergies and family information.
•  Trying to remember which  parent belongs to which student in a sea of faces at Open House.
• Being 100% sure every day who rides what bus on what days and to where so that every 

   student gets home safely.
• Assessing to find out who reads at what level.
• Assessing to find out who writes at what level.

Ongoing tasks of instruction:
• Analyzing the assessment data in reading and writing.
• Grouping kids for instruction appropriate to their individual needs.
• Making engaging lessons and finding materials to match each individual group.
• Learning how to use technology in those lessons.
• Teach Reading, Writing, Math, Science and Social studies using curriculum to create lessons 

that match the group, then instructing, assisting, facilitating, assessing and reteaching if needed 
for each lesson everyday. 

•  Having necessary supplies ready for each day.
• Knowledge of State standards and how to grade using these standards.
• Figuring out the best way to convey to parents what the grades show.
• Meeting with parents throughout the year.
• No New Instruction Time:  use assessment, analyze data, create a plan for  instruction so 

everyone is re-taught at a level that fits their needs during this part of the day.  This is in 
addition to regular classes.

The list of non-instructional tasks:
• Lost/Unfinished homework:  make more copies for make up work and take time at recess to 

   supervise the make up
• Friend issues - take time whenever you have a free minute to figure out what is going on
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• Behavior issues-trying to make sure the rest of the group is working while you deal with one
• Emotional issues – caring for kids who are having bad days or hard days and trying to make 
sure the rest of the group is working while you deal with one
• Helping kids to become more responsible, respectful, kind, organized
• Bathroom: Who needs to go and who wants to take a walk? How many times is too many? 

How long is too long?  Why does the urge hit every time it is time to sit quietly 
and work?

• Communication – how to keep up, how to be sure what you send home actually gets there.
• Replacing lost papers that were supposed to go home.
• Cleaning out desks filled with things that were to be seen at home, making sure they get home.
• Discipline – creating a policy and sticking to it
• Emails – answering parent emails in a timely manner.  At times, having to deal with the 

emotions related to angry people emailing while you are trying to manage a classroom and 
teach.

• Bandaids – Does a boo-boo have to be visible to the naked eye to qualify for a bandage?
•  Lost Teeth/Loose Teeth – “No thanks, I don’t need to see the bloody hole where your tooth    

used to be.” 
• Emergency Drills - talking kids through LOUD alarms and thoughts of emergencies, knowing 
where to go and always, always thinking of how you will keep kids safe if anything bad really 
happens. 
• Clothing Issues: getting snow things on and off, helping with stuck zippers, lost earrings, untied 
shoes and lost and found items of all kinds including glasses and shoes.
• Food: Daily snacks if needed, allergies, the issue of trying to cut birthday cakes and giant 

cookies into manageable pieces when they are sent in whole without cutting utenwils while a 
classroom of hungry kids waits. 

• Gifts: coming up with creative, cute and fun crafts for Christmas gifts and Mother’s Day gifts 
that students can give to their families. Making peace with glitter, glue, tissue paper, paint on 
the floor, on the tables, on the windows, on the kids, in their hair, and in your hair.

• Parenting the unparented and loving the unloved.  
• That feeling when you worry that it may be safer to take a student to your home rather than  

them to theirs at the end of the day.

If before reading this you thought teaching elementary school was just readin’, writin’ 
and ‘rithmetic, now you know differently!!


